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Take advantage of your valuable time and health by downloading "Secrets Protector Pro 2006 Activation Code". You
don't have to be paranoid to keep your data confidential anymore because this application gives you the features of a

folder locker, a secure eraser and a privacy manager. It's the end of your worries about top-secret data of your
company, your confidential files or the pictures from the last party. All these will be hidden beyond the reach of ANY

intruder and you will be the only one able to handle them. The information is protected at file system level and it
cannot be accidentally deleted or overwritten neither in Safe mode nor in other operating system. This program

doesn't make your operating system unstable as other related product do and protects your information from being
seen, altered or deleted by an unauthorized user with or without his wish. The program allows you to permanently

erase your sensitive data using secure wiping methods leaving no trace of your information. Depending on the
selected wiping method your data is unrecoverable using software or even hardware recovery techniques. Here are
some key features of "Secrets Protector": ￭ Hiding Files and Folders ￭ The hiding process has two phases: ￭ Copying

the data from its current location to an unalocated region on NTFS file system, which is accessible only using this
software. ￭ Erasing the data from its current location leaving no trace of its existence ￭ Erasing Files and Folders ￭

The selected data can be erased from the hard drive leaving no trace of it. ￭ The used technique is harmless to your
operating system and it doesn't make it unstable. ￭ The hidden information remains secret despite the Safe Mode

start. Requirements: ￭ A PC running Windows 2000 or Windows XP using NTFS file system. ￭ The only vital
requirement is the NTFS file system because the hiding technique is built upon special NTFS features. ￭ Having

sufficient free space on the hard drive to copy your sensitive data Limitations: ￭ 30 days trial This download
implements version 2.2.1 of the "Secrets Protector" application. ... is not a free software, it is a trial version.Download

and test the program. If you like the program, buy the full version from the download page or from the official site.
There is no "update", a bug, or any error inside the
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Secrets Protector Pro 2006 is a two-in-one privacy manager and secure data hiding tool which provides you the
following features: ￭ File and folder locking using a simple password ￭ Secure file deletion and partition resizing ￭
Hard drive wiping using different secure wiping methods leaving no trace of the sensitive data. ￭ Secure file and

folder sealing to protect your sensitive data from being stored by unauthorized users in computers running Windows
￭ Hard disk wiping using different secure wiping methods ￭ Disk volume resizing Secrets Protector Pro 2006 includes

a few tools integrated to one main application. Let's see what they are about: Secrets Protector is a two-in-one
privacy manager tool that provides you the following features: ￭ Securing your data using access control ￭ Securing

data using file locking ￭ Securing data using file erasure ￭ Securing data using file sealing ￭ Securing data using
partition resizing ￭ Securing data using hard drive wiping ￭ Securing data using secure file deletion ￭ Securing data
using secure file sealing ￭ Securing data using secure disk wiping ￭ Securing data using hard disk wiping ￭ Securing

data using hard disk resizing ￭ Securing data using partition resizing ￭ Securing data using password protect ￭
Securing data using access control Secrets Protector Pro 2006 is a multi-functional privacy manager and secure data
securer tool for your Windows operating system. It protects and hides your confidential data with a lock and key. You
can secure your most valuable information with one click. Secrets Protector is a safe and secure data security tool. It

lets you secure and hide all your confidential files and folders. Secrets Protector offers a secure and easy way to
protect your confidential data and erase it leaving no trace of your sensitive information. It is a tool for safe and

secure data securer and its two-in-one tool security makes it one-step security solution. It's the secure way to secure
and secure your personal information. Protect Your File Locker Locked your files with access control system from
programs. File Locker lets you secure your files by granting access control system to only selected program. Now

your files are locked for everyone except program which you have granted access. To secure and secure your
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A three-in-one privacy protector tool built for those who like their personal stuff handled carefully. This application
gives you the features of a folder locker, a secure eraser and a privacy manager. It's the end of your worries about
top-secret data of your company, your confidential files or the pictures from the last party. All these will be hidden
beyond the reach of ANY intruder and you will be the only one able to handle them. The information is protected at
file system level and it cannot be accidentally deleted or overwritten neither in Safe mode nor in other operating
system. This program doesn't make your operating system unstable as other related product do and protects your
information from being seen, altered or deleted by an unauthorized user with or without his wish. The program allows
you to permanently erase your sensitive data using secure wiping methods leaving no trace of your information.
Depending on the selected wiping method your data is unrecoverable using software or even hardware recovery
techniques. Here are some key features of "Secrets Protector": ￭ Hiding Files and Folders ￭ The hiding process has
two phases: ￭ Copying the data from its current location to an unalocated region on NTFS file system, which is
accessible only using this software. ￭ Erasing the data from its current location leaving no trace of its existence ￭
Erasing Files and Folders ￭ The selected data can be erased from the hard drive leaving no trace of it. ￭ The used
technique is harmless to your operating system and it doesn't make it unstable. ￭ The hidden information remains
secret despite the Safe Mode start. Requirements: ￭ A PC running Windows 2000 or Windows XP using NTFS file
system. ￭ The only vital requirement is the NTFS file system because the hiding technique is built upon special NTFS
features. ￭ Having sufficient free space on the hard drive to copy your sensitive data Limitations: ￭ 15 days trial
Publisher: Media Spotlight File size: 3,59 MB Release date: 11/2008 Number of downloads: 5 Download link(s):
Download link(s)

What's New In Secrets Protector Pro 2006?

This is a powerful and professional application that lets you hide your data from unauthorized user's. ￭ Erase data
from the hard drive and create a new, hidden empty folder with the same name as the current one. ￭ Set access
rights of the new folder and mark this folder as hidden. ￭ While the folder is hidden no one can access it and no one
can view it. ￭ To view the folder you need to turn off the security settings first. ￭ Before erasing your data from the
drive you must make a copy of it on the external drive or flash disk. When you need to recover your data you will be
able to view the files from external drives and flash disks. Secrets Protector Pro 2006 Features: ￭ Advanced
safeguards to safely erase the files without affecting the file system of the drive. ￭ Virtual Labeled folder. These
labeled folders are really hidden and are created by copying the data to unalocated region on the drive leaving no
trace of the existence. ￭ Using special hidden folders tools your data stays protected even if you use other operating
systems. ￭ File and folder shredding service using secure wiping methods that removes your data without leaves no
trace of your hidden information. ￭ Set encryption keys to avoid anyone reading your data while erasing your
sensitive files and folders. ￭ The password of the user that has access to the application can be changed without the
need of resetting the machine or wiping data. ￭ The sensitive data can be protected using Hibernation Mode that
enables you to work with the hidden data while your PC goes into sleep mode. ￭ Multi-level security settings: ￭ The
program uses the advanced security settings which allows you to protect your sensitive data by assigning access
rights to the users and groups. ￭ Set permissions to the files and folders based on the user and group names or
descriptions. ￭ You can hide and lock your files and folders so they will be seen only with permission. ￭ Set specific
default password for the user to use this program. ￭ Set customized password for admin users to enable them to
handle the hidden information. ￭ Data will be hidden and protected even if you use other operating systems. ￭ Save
and load your customized settings. ￭ Silent folder on USB flash drives that can help you to move
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System Requirements:

Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 512 MB RAM HDD Space: ~800 MB DirectX 11 This is the first game I've done to take
advantage of DirectX11, so I didn't have to worry about compatibility as much. GPU Requirements: 900 MHz or higher
(1500 MHz recommended) single- or dual-core CPU Adequate graphics memory (4 GB+) 5GB+ system hard drive
space The game will be launching in the near future
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